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Abstract: New pulse sequences are presented for the measurement of the relaxation of deuterium double
quantum, quadrupolar order, and transverse antiphase magnetization in 13CH2D methyl groups of 15N-,
13C-labeled, fractionally deuterated proteins. Together with previously developed experiments for measuring
deuterium longitudinal and transverse decay rates [Muhandiram, D. R.; Yamazaki, T.; Sykes, B. D.; Kay,
L. E. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1995, 117, 11536], these schemes allow measurement of the five unique decay
constants of a single deuteron, providing an unprecedented opportunity to investigate side-chain dynamics
in proteins. All five deuterium relaxation rates have been measured for deuterons in the methyl groups of
the B1 immunoglobulin binding domain of peptostreptococcal protein L and the N-terminal SH3 domain
from the protein drk. Since values of the spectral density function at only three different frequencies contribute
to the five relaxation rates, the self-consistency of the relaxation data is readily established. Very good
agreement is obtained between calculated parameters describing the amplitudes and time scales of motion
when different subsets of the relaxation data are employed.

Introduction

Much of protein function is predicated on dynamics. For
example, ligand binding,1,2 enzyme catalysis,1,3,4and molecular
recognition and signal transduction processes5 often require a
certain level of structural plasticity and flexibility. In addition,
molecular dynamics can provide an important contribution to
protein stability through increases in the entropy of the system.6

Protein dynamics have been studied using a variety of biophysi-
cal approaches including X-ray diffraction1, neutron scattering,7

simulations,8 and a large number of different spectroscopies.9-12

NMR spectroscopy is a particularly powerful tool for studying
molecular motion since a wide range of time scales, extending
from picoseconds to seconds, can be probed by spin relaxation
and because dynamic information is available on a per-site
basis.13-15 Studies to date have primarily focused on character-

izing backbone dynamics through measurement of15N spin
relaxation parameters at each site in the protein, but more
recently experiments have emerged for investigating side-chain
motions.16-24

In the past several years our laboratory has developed an
approach for studying side-chain dynamics in proteins in which
2H spin relaxation is measured in CHD and CH2D spin systems
in 13C-labeled, fractionally deuterated molecules.18,21 Specifi-
cally, by measuring2H longitudinal (R1) and transverse (R1F)
relaxation rates, order parameters characterizing the amplitudes
of motions and correlation times describing their rates can be
obtained. Several recent applications include studies leading to
the interpretation of side-chain dynamics in terms of energetics
at molecular interfaces in protein-peptide25-27 and protein-
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nucleic acid28 systems and investigations of the origin of
differences in binding between structurally homologous pro-
teins.29 A very elegant temperature dependent study of internal
dynamics in calmodulin shows a heterogeneous distribution of
entropy in the molecule and provides insight into the micro-
scopic origins of heat capacity in proteins.30

Despite the growing number of studies that have focused on
side-chain motions in proteins, our understanding of their
dynamics remains incomplete and it would be helpful to have
additional experiments to complement the2H R1 and R1F

measurements that have been used to date. The deuteron is a
particularly powerful probe in this regard since for an isolated
spin there are five elements of the density matrix (or linear
combinations thereof) that relax independently and hence five
unique relaxation rates are available.31 Two of the five linear
combinations are proportional to longitudinal and transverse
magnetization and these modes relax with the ratesR1 andR1F

mentioned above. Pioneering studies of Vega and Pines,32 Luz
and co-workers,33 and later Bodenhausen et al.34 led to the
development of methods to excite an additional mode,2H double
quantum coherence, in molecules that are oriented. Subsequently
Yen and Weitekamp showed that remarkably it is possible to
create double quantum coherence in spin-1 systems even in the
case where such spins are attached to molecules in isotropic
solution.35 Building on these important developments, we
present here an experiment for measuring deuterium double
quantum relaxation in fractionally deuterated,13C-labeled
proteins in isotropic solution. In addition, related pulse schemes
are presented for obtaining relaxation rates of the remaining
two independent modes,2H quadrupolar order and antiphase
transverse magnetization. The methodology focuses on using
methyl groups as probes of dynamics, since as discussed
previously,18,36methyls are in general well-dispersed in proteins,
are often present at molecular interfaces, and have favorable
spectroscopic properties. In the first of a series of two papers
the methodology for measuring the three additional rates
described above is discussed. Subsequently, we demonstrate in
two different protein systems, at different temperatures, and with
data recorded at a number of different spectrometer fields that
the five relaxation rates measured per methyl site are internally
consistent. An analysis of the relaxation data recorded on the
63 residue B1 immunoglobulin binding domain of peptostrep-
tococcal protein L37 in terms of parameters reflecting the
amplitude and time scale of side-chain motion is shown to be
consistent with analyses based exclusively on usingR1 andR1F

rates. In the following paper in this issue an in-depth analysis
of the relaxation data in terms of molecular dynamics is
presented.

Results and Discussion

Relaxation of Deuterium. The density matrix of a spin-1
particle can be written as a linear combination of five indepen-
dent operators, in addition to the identity operator, that relax
with distinct rates.31 Figure 1A shows the matrix representation
for these five operators (only nonzero matrix elements are
indicated) withDZ andD+ ) DX + iDY representing longitudinal
and transverse components of the density operator, respectively.
Both operatorsDZ (longitudinal magnetization) and 3DZ

2 - 2
(quadrupolar order) are related to populations of states, while
the remaining three terms,D+ (in-phase transverse magnetiza-
tion), D+DZ + DZD+ (antiphase transverse magnetization), and
D+

2 (double quantum magnetization) correspond to transitions
between spin states. This is indicated schematically in Figure
1B. The expressions describing the relaxation of these five
modes are given by31

where (e2qQ/h) is the quadrupolar coupling constant andJ(ω)
is a spectral density function containing the dynamics informa-
tion. A number of different motional models can be used to
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Figure 1. The five independent operators for an isolated2H spin describing
longitudinal magnetizationDZ, quadrupolar order 3DZ

2 - 2, single quantum
in-phase coherenceD+, double quantum coherenceD+

2, and single quantum
antiphase coherenceD+DZ + DZD+. (A) Matrix representation of the
operators, with only nonzero elements displayed. (B) Schematic representa-
tion of the basis operators in the context of energy levels. For the spin
orders overpopulated states are represented by filled circles and depleted
states by open circles. A half-filled bead is used for a state with no excess
population relative to a demagnetized saturated state. In the case of the
three coherences,D+, D+

2, andD+DZ + DZD+, the corresponding transitions
are depicted by wavy lines with arrowheads.
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describe the dynamics of methyl groups in proteins. In this paper
we have used a simple form,38,39

with more complex models considered on a case by case basis
in the subsequent paper. In eq 2τR is the (assumed isotropic)
overall tumbling correlation time,τ-1 ) τR

-1 + τf
-1, whereτf

is a correlation time for the fast internal motion(s),Sf
2 describes

the amplitude of fast local motion of the 3-fold symmetry axis
of the methyl group andR ) (3 cos2 θ - 1)2/4, whereθ is the
angle between the C-D bond and the symmetry axis (109.5°).40

Note that this form of spectral density (eq 2) can also be used
when other relaxation interactions are considered and in this
caseR can take on different values (see Materials and Methods).
It is clear from inspection of eq 1 that the relaxation of the five
independent deuterium spin modes depends exclusively on
spectral densities evaluated at the three distinct frequencies, 0,

ωD, and 2ωD, whereωD is the deuterium Larmor frequency.
Measurement of the five rates listed in eq 1 therefore allows
one to determine the three values of the spectral density,J(0),
J(ωD) andJ(2ωD) without any a priori assumptions about the
magnitude of these terms.

Pulse Sequences for2H Relaxation Measurements.Figure
2 illustrates the pulse sequences that have been developed for
measurement of the2H relaxation ratesRQ(D+

2) ) RQ(DX
2 -

DY
2) (scheme A),RQ(3DZ

2 - 2) (scheme B), andRQ(D+DZ +
DZD+) ) RQ(DXDZ + DZDX) ) RQ(DYDZ + DZDY) (schemes
C, D). (Note that in what followsRQ(D+

2) andRQ(DX
2 - DY

2)
will be used interchangeably.) The experiments are closely
related to pulse sequences for measuringRQ(DZ) and RQ(D+)
(see Figure 6 of Muhandiram et al.18) that have been presented
previously and only a brief overview of the schemes are
therefore given, with particular focus on the insets A-D in the
figure. At pointa in the scheme the signal of interest is of the
form, IZCY, whereI andC denote proton and carbon magnetiza-
tion, respectively. The preparation period extending froma to
b is set to 1/JCC, so that evolution due to the one-bond13C-
13C scalar coupling,JCC, is refocused. During this interval methyl
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Figure 2. Pulse schemes for the measurement of deuterium relaxation ratesRQ(D+
2), RQ(3DZ

2 - 2), andRQ(D+DZ + DZD+) in 13CH2D spin systems. These
experiments are complementary to the ones illustrated in Figure 6 of Muhandiram et al.18 for measuringRQ(DZ) andRQ(D+). Blocks A and B are inserted
into the scheme for measurement ofRQ(D+

2) andRQ(3DZ
2 - 2), respectively, while either block C or D can be used for measurement ofRQ(D+DZ + DZD+).

All narrow (wide) rectangular pulses correspond to flip angles of 90° (180°) and are applied along thex-axis unless otherwise indicated. The narrow rectangular
pulses that are not filled in blocks C and D have flip angles of 45°. 1H pulses (32 kHz field) are centered at 1 ppm until prior to pointg, at which time the
carrier is jumped to 4.7 ppm.13C and2H rectangular pulses are centered at 20 and 0.8 ppm, respectively, and are applied using 18.5 and 1.9 kHz fields. The
shaped carbon 180° pulses (REBURP51), applied in the middle of the periods extending from pointsa to b ande to f are of duration 360µs (600 MHz field),
with the center of excitation shifted to 42 ppm via phase modulation of the rf field.52,53 The 90° 13C selective pulse applied at pointb has the SEDUCE-1
profile,54 a duration of 655µs (600 MHz), and is centered at 57.5 ppm. Decoupling during acquisition is achieved using a 2.3 kHz WALTZ-16 sequence.55

The delays employed are as follows:τa ) τc )1.7 ms,τb ) 3.85 ms, andTC ) 14.5 ms. Duration and strength of the gradients are as follows (with the sign
of the gradients indicated in the figure): G1, 0.5 ms, 5 G/cm; G2, 0.3 ms, 3 G/cm; G3, 1.5 ms, 15 G/cm; G4, 0.3 ms, 25 G/cm; G5, 0.2 ms, 10 G/cm; G6,
1.0 ms, 15 G/cm; G7, 0.3 ms, 2 G/cm; G8, 0.4 ms, 10 G/cm; G9, 0.3 ms, 5 G/cm; G10, 0.4 ms, 7 G/cm; G11, 0.2 ms, 12 G/cm; G12, 0.05 ms, 25 G/cm;
G13, 0.4 ms, 10 G/cm; G14, 0.2 ms, 12G/cm. To ensure that the effects of gradients G4, G5, and G6 and all the gradients inside blocks A-C are additive
with respect to dephasing of water, the sign of these gradients is changed in concert with alternation of the rf phaseφ1, as described previously.18 Note that,
in this regard, for scheme B the sign of the gradients G5 and G6 must be reversed relative to what is shown in the figure. Phase cycle:φ1 ) (x, -x); φ2
) 4(x),4(-x); φ3 ) 2(x), 2(-x). In the case of schemes A and B,φ4 ) 4(0°),4(45°),4(90°),4(135°); Rec) x,2(-x),x,-x,2(x),-x. Scheme C,φ4 ) 4(x),4-
(-x); φ5 ) 8(x),8(-x); φ6 ) 2(x),2(-x); Rec) x,2(-x),2(x),2(-x),x,-x,2(x),2(-x),2(x),-x. Scheme D,φ4 ) 2(0°),2(90°),2(45°),2(135°); φ5 ) 8(x),8(-
x); φ6 ) 2(x),2(-x); Rec) x,2(-x),x,-x,2(x),2(-x),2(x),-x,x,2(-x),x. Quadrature in F1 is achieved via States-TPPI ofφ3.56
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isotopomers of the form13CH2D are selected by the 90x90φ1

pulse pair applied after the delayτb following point a (see ref
18). At the heart of the experiments is the evolution of13C
magnetization that occurs during this period (a to b) due to the
one-bond13C-2H scalar coupling. The terms at pointb which
derive from this evolution and which contribute ultimately to
the signal of interest are given by the expression

The first term in eq 3 corresponds to magnetization derived from
the central line of the13C triplet which does not evolve with
respect to the one bond13C-2H scalar coupling,JCD. The second
and third terms represent13C magnetization from the outer lines
of the triplet that are either in-phase or antiphase with respect
to the2H spin,D. The delayτC is chosen so that 2TC - 2τC )
1/2JCD, and only the first two terms in eq 3 contribute, therefore,
to the observed signal. The third term would be eliminated in
any event as a result of double quantum filters or purging pulses
that are applied subsequently in the pulse sequence (see below).
Note that at this point in the scheme13C magnetization has been
created in which the inner and outer lines are 180°out of phase,
IZCY(1 - DZ

2) - IZCYDZ
2. This nonequilibrium state can

subsequently be manipulated in different ways (boxes A-D)
to obtain the relaxation rates of the desired operatorsDX

2 -
DY

2, 3DZ
2 - 2, andD+DZ + DZD+.

Focusing on box A for the moment, at pointc the magnetiza-
tion is given byIZCZ(1 - DY

2) - IZCZDY
2 ) IZCZ + IZCZ(DX

2

- DY
2) - IZCZ(DX

2 + DY
2). During the subsequent interval of

durationT, 2H double quantum magnetization,DX
2 - DY

2, is
selected by phase cyclingφ4 in steps of 45° with inversion of
the receiver phase for every 45° increment. Note that whenφ4
is incremented from 0° to 45°, IZCZ(DX

2 - DY
2) changes sign,

while IZCZ and IZCZ(DX
2 + DY

2) do not and the desired term
can therefore be selected in a straightforward manner. During
the variable periodT evolution of the operator of interest,
IZCZ(DX

2 - DY
2), proceeds under the influence of both the2H

chemical shift and the one-bond13C-2H coupling (JCD ∼ 20
Hz) Hamiltonians. Both of these effects are refocused at the
end of the period so thatIZCZ(DX

2 - DY
2) is retained. However,

duringT the operatorsIZCZ(DX
2 - DY

2) andIZ(DXDY + DYDX)
interconvert (due toJCD), so that the effective relaxation rate
of the term of interest is given by

where∆ ) R(IZCZD+
2) - R(IZD+

2), R(IZCZD+
2) ) R(IZCZ{ DX

2

- DY
2}), andR(IZD+

2) ) R(IZ{DXDY + DYDX}).
Note thatReff is itself a function ofT, i.e., the decay of

IZCZ(DX
2 - DY

2) as a function ofT is nonexponential. However,
becauseR(IZCZD+

2) . ∆/2, the second term of eq 4 will make
only a very small contribution to the measured rate and can be
readily accounted for (see below).

During the interval extending frome to f in the sequence of
Figure 1,13C chemical shift is recorded and the magnetization
transferred to observable signal by way of the reverse of the
pathway described above. A set of two-dimensional13C-1H
correlation spectra are obtained as a function of the delayT,

from whichRQ(D+
2) ) RQ(DX

2 - DY
2) is extracted (described

below). As a final point, it should be noted that prior to the last
INEPT transfer when the magnetization of interest is of the form
IZCZ, a delay of durationTmax - T is inserted between pointsf
andg, with Tmax chosen equal to the maximum value ofT that
is used in the relaxation series. Thus, the effective relaxation
rate is given by41

To measure the decay of quadrupolar order the scheme
indicated in box B is employed. At pointc the magnetization
is proportional toIZCZ(1 - DZ

2) - IZCZDZ
2, and during the

subsequent interval of durationT these terms relax. Magnetiza-
tion that is of the formIZCZDZ

2 is selected by the double
quantum filter that follows and then transferred back to
observable proton signal in the same manner as described above.
The effective relaxation rate that is measured by fitting cross-
peak intensities in a series of 2D13C-1H correlation maps
recorded as a function ofT is given by

with the second term in eq 6 the result of the relaxation delay
between pointsf andg, as discussed above. It is worth noting
that while quadrupolar order is represented by the traceless
tensor 3DZ

2 - 2, what is measured in the scheme of Figure 1B
is the decay of a term proportional to 2DZ

2 - 1, eq 6. The
dominant contribution to the decay of either terms results from
the quadrupolar interaction, and this contribution is the same
for both modes (see below).

The decay of antiphase transverse deuterium magnetization
can be measured using either scheme C or D in the figure. In
the case of scheme C, the2H 90x90φ4 pulse pair after pointc,
whereφ4 is phase cycled(x with no inversion of the receiver
phase, ensures that residual magnetization of the formIZCZDZ

is not transferred to observable signal. At pointd the operators
of interest are given byIZCZ(1 - DZ

2) - IZCZDZ
2 (see eq 3)

and subsequent application of a2H 45° pulse generates the
desired coherenceIZCZ(DYDZ + DZDY), with other terms
eliminated by phase cycling. The effective relaxation rate

is measured from the decay of cross-peak intensities as described
above. Scheme D is similar to C except that a double quantum
filter is applied to select the term of interest,IZCZDZ

2, prior to
the creation ofIZCZ(DYDZ + DZDY). The basic difference
between schemes C and D, therefore, is that in C operators that
are not desired are selected against, while in D operators of
interest are selected for.

Experimental 2H Relaxation Rates Probe Quadrupolar
Relaxation. In a previous series of papers we showed that2H
longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates,RQ(DZ) andRQ(D+),
could be obtained to excellent approximation by taking the
differencesR(IZCZDZ) - R(IZCZ) and R(IZCZD+) - R(IZCZ),
respectively.18,42In effect, because the2H relaxation is so much
more efficient than the relaxation of spinsI andC of the methyl

(41) Akke, M.; Palmer, A. G.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1996, 118, 911-912.
(42) Yang, D.; Kay, L. E.J. Magn. Reson. Ser. B1996, 110, 213-218.

IZCY(1 - DZ
2) + IZCYDZ

2 cos[2πJCD(2TC - 2τC)] -
IZCXDZ sin[2πJCD(2TC - 2τC)] (3)

Reff ) R(IZCZD+
2) - ∆

2 (1 -
sin (2πJCDT)

2πJCDT ) (4)

Reff ) R(IZCZD+
2) - ∆

2 (1 -
sin (2πJCDT)

2πJCDT ) - R(IZCZ) (5)

Reff ) R(IZCZ{2DZ
2 - 1}) - R(IZCZ) (6)

Reff ) R(IZCZ{D+DZ + DZD+}) - R(IZCZ) (7)
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group, contributions from the quadrupolar interaction can be
separated from dipolar contributions involving the other spins.
An in-depth analysis also showed that cross-correlation effects
are negligible.42 In what follows we show that it is possible to
obtain accurate values forRQ(3DZ

2 - 2), RQ(D+DZ + DZD+),
andRQ(D+

2) ) RQ(DX
2 - DY

2) as well.
Following along the lines of our previous papers,18,42we have

considered the relaxation contributions to each ofIZCZ, IZCZDZ,
IZCZD+, IZCZ(2DZ

2 - 1), IZCZ(D+DZ + DZD+), and IZCZD+
2

from dipolar and quadrupolar interactions. Specifically, we can
write these contributions as arising from a relaxation Hamilto-
nian,HR,

whereHQ andHD are contributions from quadrupolar and dipolar
interactions, respectively,Ii, Ij, D, andC are the methyl proton,
deuteron, and carbon spins, respectively, andC′ is the carbon
adjacent to the methyl carbon. The summation in the last three
terms is over all proton spinsk, Ik, that are proximal to the
methyl hydrogens. Figure 3 illustrates all of the dipolar
contributions that are included in eq 8. In Table 1 of the
Appendix we have summarized the contributions to the autore-
laxation of the set of six operators,{IZCZ, IZCZDZ, IZCZD+,
IZCZ(2DZ

2 - 1), IZCZ(D+DZ + DZD+), andIZCZD+
2}, whereIZ

) IZ
i + IZ

j. Using these results, along with eqs 1 and 2, we
have established that the equalities

are fulfilled to better than 2% for values ofτR extending between
3 and 25 ns,Sf

2 between 0.1 and 1.0, 0e τf e 150 ps, and
magnetic field strengths extending from 400 to 800 MHz. In

the analysis we have also included contributions from external
protons Ik, calculated on the basis of the X-ray structure of
protein L.43 Calculations show that these protons can be modeled
by including only a single proton at a distance of 2.0 Å from
the methyl protons,Ii, Ij, with the resulting relaxation rate
attenuated by a factor of 2 to take into account the fact that the
protein is 50% deuterated. On the basis of results of the
simulations, we have therefore used the rates indicated by the
expressions on the left-hand side of eq 9 as excellent ap-
proximations to the pure quadrupolar decay rates.

Obtaining values forRQ(D+
2) ) RQ(DX

2 - DY
2) is slightly

more complex. Equation 4 indicates that the decay ofIZCZD+
2

is complicated by evolution fromJCD coupling during the
variable intervalT. It is clear from eq 4 that the effect of the
exchange between operators of the formIZCZD+

2 andIZD+
2 is

to decrease the effective decay rate that is measured, since∆
g 0. Simulations using the same range ofτR, Sf

2, andτf as listed
above indicate thatR(IZCZD+

2) and∆/2 differ by at least a factor
of 45, and it is therefore not possible to observe deviations from
exponential behavior in plots of intensity as a function ofT.
Nevertheless further simulations using the sameT values as
employed in experiments establish that there is a systematic
(and quite uniform) decrease in measured rates between 2 and
3% over the same range of motional parameters as examined
above. We have therefore multiplied all measured values by
1.025 prior to analysis, and these corrected rates very closely
approximateR(IZCZD+

2) - R(IZCZ) (see eq 5).
Inspection of the relaxation expressions in the Appendix

shows that

Here dqq′ ) (1/10)(µ0/4π)2(pγqγq′/〈rqq′
3〉)2, γq is the gyro-

magnetic ratio of spinq, rqq′ is the distance between
spins q and q′, h is Plank’s constant (p ) h/2π), and
RDI k

D ) 8dDI kJDI k(0). The sum overk extends to all proximal
external protons and the spectral densitiesJqq′(0) are labeled
according to the type of dipolar interaction (I i-D, I j-D,
I k-D, or C-D) to account for the different geometrical factors
that are introduced due to the different orientations of the dipolar
vectors with respect to the methyl averaging axis (R of 1/4,
1/4,∼1, and 1/9 forI i-D, I j-D, I k-D, andC-D interactions,
respectively; see eq 2). The spectral densitiesJI i, jD(0) andJCD(0)
are, to excellent approximation, the same as theJ(0) values that
derive from the quadrupolar interaction (aside from a geo-
metrical factor that is necessary for the former term,JI i, jD(0) ≈
(9/4)JCD(0); see eq 2), and thus these dipolar terms introduce
no additional spectral densities.

It is noteworthy that only in the case of the relaxation of2H
double quantum coherence must theseJ(0) dipolar contributions
be explicitly taken into account. In this case the quadrupolar
interaction contributes terms of the formJ(ωD) and J(2ωD)
which decrease with increasing molecular size (see eq 1). On
the other hand the I-D and C-D dipolar contributions include
the dominantJ(0) term which increases linearly with size (see
eq 10). Simulations indicate for example that forτR ) 4 ns,Sf

2

) 0.5, andτf ) 35 ps theJI i, jD(0) andJCD(0) terms contribute

(43) O’Neill, J. W.; Kim, D. E.; Baker, D.; Zhang, K. Y. J.Acta Crystallogr.
2001, D57, 480-487.

Figure 3. Illustration of the spin system considered in the derivation of
the relaxation equations of the Appendix. The dipolar relaxation interactions
that are included in the Appendix are indicated by arrows connecting the
appropriate pairs of spins.

HR ) HQ(D) + HD(CD) + HD(I iD) + HD(I jD) + HD(I iC) +
HD(I jC) + HD(CC′) + HD(I iI j) + ∑

k*i, j

HD(I iI k) +

∑
k*i, j

HD(I jI k) + ∑
k*i, j

HD(DIk) (8)

R(IZCZDZ) - R(IZCZ) ≈ RQ(DZ)

R(IZCZD+) - R(IZCZ) ≈ RQ(D+) (9)

R(IZCZ{2DZ
2 - 1}) - R(IZCZ) ≈ RQ(3DZ

2 - 2)

R(IZCZ{ D+DZ + DZD+}) - R(IZCZ) ≈ RQ(D+DZ + DZD+)

R(IZCZD+
2) - R(IZCZ) ≈ RQ(D+

2) + 8dI iDJI iD(0) +

8dI jDJI jD(0) + 8dCDJCD(0) + ∑
k*i, j

RDI k
D (10)
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approximately 5% toR(IZCZD+
2) - R(IZCZ) in total, and this

increases to∼12% for τR ) 10 ns.
The final term in eq 10,∑

k*i, j
RDI k

D , includes contributions to

the relaxation of the methyl deuteron from all proximal proton
spins outside the methyl group in question. Simulations establish
that this term is on the order of 1.5-2% (4-5%) of RQ(D+

2)
for a τR value of 4 (10) ns and it is therefore important that
these contributions be taken into account. In principle, if the
structure of the protein were known to high accuracy and the
level of deuteration at each position throughout the molecule
could be quantified, it might be possible to obtain an analytical
correction factor for each methyl site. However, since the
structure and site-specific deuteration content may be unavail-
able and since the correction is dependent upon side-chain
dynamics (which is what we are after in the first place), we
prefer to perform a correction for each residue based on
experimental data in the following manner. Using measured
RQ(DZ) andRQ(D+) rates along with theτR value obtained from
15N spin relaxation data,Sf

2 and τf values are obtained on a
per-methyl basis, as described by Muhandiram et al.18 These
values are then used to calculate all the terms involved in the
relaxation ofIZCZ indicated in the Appendix, with the exception
of the contributions from external protons. Subtraction of the
calculated rate from the measured value forR(IZCZ) provides an
excellent estimate of∑

k*i, j
RII k

D for a given methyl and∑
k*i, j

RDI k
D

is readily obtained by multiplication of this value by (γD
2/γH

2).
We found that for protein L at 25°C (τR ) 4.05 ns) ∑

k*i, j
RDI k

D )

0.55( 0.12 s-1 for the 35 methyls considered (approximately
2.9% ofRQ(D+

2)). Finally, simulations covering the same range
of τR, Sf

2, andτf values as before and including external protons
(see above) have established that

is fulfilled to within 0.5%.

Note that the dipolar corrections such as described above for
the relaxation ofIZCZD+

2 are negligible for all other modes, eq
9. In the case of the relaxation of quadrupolar order and
longitudinal magnetization, the contributions fromI i, j-D and
C-D dipolar interactions are less than 0.5% of the pure
quadrupolar rate (for bothτR of 4 and 10 ns) since there are no
J(0) terms arising from dipolar interactions. For the in-phase
and antiphase transverse terms,D+ and D+DZ + DZD+, J(0)
dipolar contributions are much smaller than theJ(0) quadrupolar
terms and again contribute no more than 0.5% to the net
relaxation rates (for bothτR ) 4, 10 ns).

We have also considered the effects of cross-correlated spin
relaxation between the different relaxation interactions that exist
within the framework of the spin network listed in eq 8 and
illustrated in Figure 3 and find that they can be neglected. This
result is consistent with what we have shown previously in a
detailed study of the influence of cross-correlated relaxation on
the measurement ofRQ(DZ) andRQ(D+) and derives from the
fact that the quadrupolar interaction is dominant.42 Rather than
dwell on this topic further we prefer to illustrate the accuracy
of the measured rates by means of a number of validation
checks, described below.

Five 2H Relaxation Rates Measured in Protein L are Self-
Consistent.All methods described above have been applied to
measure relaxation rates in protein L (63 residues) at 500 and
600 MHz (298 K in both cases) and at 600 MHz, 278 K. In
addition, measurements have been made on the T22G mutant
of the N-terminal SH3 domain from the protein drk (T22G drkN
SH3, 59 residues) at 600 MHz, 298 K. This mutant is stabilized
relative to the wild-type drkN SH3 domain,44 and only the folded
conformation is observed in solution. In what follows we
describe results for protein L recorded at 298 K; all other data
can be found in Supporting Information. Figure 4A shows a
two-dimensional13C-1H correlation spectrum recorded at 600
MHz using the pulse sequence of Figure 2A (RQ(D+

2) measure-

(44) Mok, Y. K.; Elisseeva, E. L.; Davidson, A. R.; Forman-Kay, J. D.J. Mol.
Biol. 2001, 307, 913-28.

Figure 4. (A) 13C-1H HSQC correlation map of the methyl region of the B1 domain of peptostreptococcal protein L recorded at 600 MHz, 298 K, using
the scheme of Figure 2A withT ) 1.40 ms. Note that only signals from methyl groups are observed in this spectrum. The stereospecific assignments of the
methyls are indicated. (B-E) Decay curves for the five independent2H magnetization modes in selected residues: (B) Ala50, (C) Thr17, (D) Ile4γ, and (E)
L56δ2 of protein L, 298 K, 600 MHz. In all plots, points correspond to (O) RQ(DZ), (/) RQ(D+), (0) RQ(3DZ

2 - 2), (b) RQ(D+
2), and (×) RQ(D+DZ +

DZD+).

R(IZCZD+
2) - R(IZCZ) - 8dI iDJI iD(0) - 8dI jDJI jD(0) -

8dCDJCD(0) - ∑
k*i, j

RDI k
D ≈ RQ(D+

2) (11)
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ment) withT ) 1.40 ms. Experimental decays for the five spin
operators described above fitted to monoexponential functions
are shown in Figure 4B-E for Ala50, Thr17, Ile4γ, and L56δ2,
respectively. Not surprisingly, the operatorsD+ andD+DZ +
DZD+ relax much more efficiently than the remaining three,
reflecting the fact that the decay rates for only these operators
containJ(0) contributions from quadrupolar relaxation. Differ-
ences observed between the residues illustrated in the figure
reflect varying contributions from internal dynamics.Figure 5A
shows the correlation betweenRQ(D+) rates measured using the
scheme illustrated in Figure 2, whereR(IZCZ) is subtracted “on
the fly” (using the additional relaxation delay betweenf andg
in Figure 2, referred to as method 2), and using our previously
published approach whereR(IZCZD+) andR(IZCZ) are measured
in independent experiments and the rates subtracted in a
postacquisition manner (method 1). It is clear that the two
methods give identical rates to within experimental error
estimated on the basis of the signal-to-noise in the experiments.
In Figure 5BRQ(D+DZ + DZD+) values obtained using schemes
C and D in Figure 2 are shown to be in excellent agreement.
Because method C is a factor of 4/3 more sensitive than D (see
below), we prefer to use this sequence for measurement of the
relaxation of antiphase deuterium magnetization.

Jacobsen and co-workers have shown that the quadrupolar
relaxation rates (eqs 1a-e) must fulfill the following inequali-
ties:31

if J(0) g J(ωD) g J(2ωD). Figure 6A shows the five rates
multiplied by the coefficients indicated in eq 12 (i.e., 5/3 for
three of the five values) as a function of residue for protein L
(600 MHz, 298 K). Notably, there are no violations in the
inequalities listed above for this data set nor for any data sets
that we have obtained at different fields, at different tempera-
tures, or with other proteins.

It is also clear from eqs 1a-e that the five relaxation rates
measured at a given static magnetic field depend on a spectral
density function evaluated at only three different frequencies.
Consequently, a pair of relationships termedconsistency

relationshipscan be derived. One possible set of relations is31

Parts B and C of Figure 6 illustrate the excellent correlation
between the ratesRQ(D+DZ + DZD+) and RQ(D+

2) obtained
from measurements on protein L at 600 MHz, 298 K and the
corresponding values obtained from the linear combinations of
measured rates listed on the right-hand side of eq 13. Similar
correlations for protein L obtained at 500 MHz, 298 K or at
600 MHz, 278 K or for the T22G drkN SH3 domain, 600 MHz,
298 K are shown in the Supporting Information.

Relative Sensitivity of the Experiments for Measuring
the Five 2H Rates. In what follows we consider the se-
quences of Figure 6 of Muhandiram et al.18 for measuring
2H longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates as well as
the experiments of Figure 2 in this paper for obtaining
rates for double quantum, quadrupolar order and antiphase
transverse2H magnetization. Neglecting relaxation for the
moment, it can be shown that the relative sensitivities
of the experiments areA1(DZ):A1(D+):A2(D+

2):A2(3DZ
2 - 2):

A2(D+DZ + DZD+)scheme C:A3(D+DZ + DZD+)scheme D, whereA1

) 2 sin2(2πJCDê), A2 ) (1/2){cos(4πJCD(TC - τC)) - 1}2, and
A3 ) (3/8){cos(4πJCD(TC - τC)) - 1}2 and the subscripts
“scheme C” and “scheme D” distinguish between the two
sequences (C, D in Figure 2) that can be used for measuring
the relaxation of antiphase2H magnetization. Note thatê
corresponds toτC in Figure 6A of ref 18. Setting the delaysê

Figure 5. (A) Correlation betweenRQ(D+) obtained by subtraction of
R(IZCZ) “on the fly” (y-axis) and by subtractingR(IZCZ) from R(IZCZD+)
in a postacquisition manner (x-axis) using rates measured for protein L at
600 MHz, 298 K. (B) Correlation betweenRQ(D+DZ + DZD+) obtained
via methods C and D, Figure 2. In both cases straight lines correspond to
the linear regression of the plotted points, with the equations of the best fit
lines indicated.

5
3

RQ(D+DZ + DZD+) g RQ(D+) g
5
3

RQ(3DZ
2 - 2) g

5
3

RQ(D+
2) g RQ(DZ) (12)

Figure 6. (A) Plot of RQ(DZ) (O), RQ(D+) (/), 5/3RQ(3DZ
2 - 2) (0),

5/3RQ(D+
2) (b), and (5/3)RQ(D+DZ + DZD+) (×) as a function of residue

in protein L, 298 K, 600 MHz, with the residues ordered according to side-
chain length. The rates measured for Met 1 are only approximate because
theT delays used in experiments are not optimal for this very slowly relaxing
residue. (B, C) Consistency relationships, eq 13, evaluated using the five
experimentally measured deuterium relaxation rates per methyl group in
protein L, 298 K, 600 MHz. Best fit lines are indicated along with their
equations.

RQ(D+DZ + DZD+) ) RQ(D+) - 2
3

RQ(3DZ
2 - 2) (13)

RQ(D+
2) ) 1

2
RQ(DZ) + 1

6
RQ(3DZ

2 - 2)
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) 1/4JCD and 2TC - 2τC ) 1/2JCD for optimal sensitivity it is
clear that forT ) 0 all of the experiments generate spectra of
equal signal-to-noise in the absence of relaxation and neglecting
pulse imperfections, with the exception of experiment D (Figure
2) which is three-fourths as sensitive. Experimentally we
observe, however, that the schemes presented here are roughly
a factor of 2-2.5 less sensitive than the corresponding sequences
for measuring2H T1 andT1F relaxation rates. This is a result of
the fact that in the present set of experiments (Figure 2)13C
magnetization must evolve for approximately twice as long
under the influence of the one-bond13C-2H scalar coupling
interaction, and during this prolonged period2H spin flips
degrade the transfer efficiency. We have been able to obtain
high-quality relaxation data with the schemes of Figure 2 for
protein L at 278 K, where the overall correlation time is 8 ns;
it is likely that the experiments will prove to be of sufficient
sensitivity for application to molecules on the order of ap-
proximately 150 residues or less. In contrast, the2H T1 andT1F

relaxation schemes presented previously can be applied to larger
proteins or protein complexes.28,45

Application of Methodology to Protein Studies.All five
of the 2H spin relaxation rates have been measured for protein
L at 500 and 600 MHz, 298 K, and used to calculateSf

2 andτf

values on a per-residue basis, using the simple model-free
approach of Lipari and Szabo38,39 (i.e., assuming that eq 2 is
valid). In this analysis a correlation time,τR, of 4.05 ns was
employed to describe the overall tumbling of the protein,
obtained from15N spin relaxation measurements.46 Figure 7A
illustrates the correlation between order parameters extracted
from a best fit to the 10 experimental rates (5 at each field) vs
those generated from a fit involving onlyRQ(DZ) andRQ(D+)
values measured at 600 MHz. A good correlation is found, with
a pairwise root mean square deviation value of 3.8%. In Figure
7B the correlation betweenτf values obtained using either 10
or 2 relaxation rates is shown and again good agreement is
obtained.

The ability to measure five relaxation rates per methyl site
(and more if additional fields are employed) presents an
opportunity to go beyond the simpleSf

2, τf analysis and to

examine in more detail the dynamics at side-chain positions in
proteins. The present paper clearly demonstrates that it is
possible to measure all five relaxation rates of a single2H spin
in a reliable manner and that these rates are internally consistent.
In the following paper in this issue, more complex analyses of
side-chain dynamics are considered using new spectral density
mapping procedures and more sophisticated models guided by
insight provided by a 50 ns molecular dynamics trajectory of
the drkN SH3 domain. The effects of both nanosecond time
scale local dynamics and anisotropic overall tumbling are also
described.

Materials and Methods

All spin relaxation experiments were recorded on a 1.8 mM15N,
13C, 50% 2H-labeled sample of protein L, 50 mM Na3PO4, pH 6.0,
0.05% NaN3, 10% 2H2O that was prepared as described previously47

or a 1.0 mM sample of15N, 13C, 50%2H-labeled Thr22Gly mutant of
the N-terminal SH3 domain from the protein drk (50 mM Na3PO4, pH
6.0, 10% 2H2O), prepared as described by Mittermaier and Kay.40

Although the15N label is not required for the measurement of2H spin
relaxation rates, interpretation of the2H relaxation data using the model-
free approach of Lipari and Szabo38,39requires knowledge of the overall
tumbling time which is readily obtained from15N spin relaxation
experiments (see above). We prefer to record all data on a single sample
and therefore prepare protein that is15N-, 13C-, and 2H-labeled.
Stereospecific assignments of the methyl carbons of Val and Leu were
obtained by the method of Neri and co-workers48 using samples that
were prepared with a 1:9 mixture of13C- and12C-glucose as the sole
source of carbon.

Experiments were recorded at 298 K on Varian Inova 600 and 500
MHz spectrometers as complex data matrices comprised of 102× 576
points (600 MHz) or 84× 512 points (500 MHz). 16 transients/FID
were signal averaged for all experiments recorded at 298 K, with the
exception of 32 transients/FID for the sequence of Figure 2D and 8
transients/FID for measuringR(IZCZ), and relaxation delays of between
1.5 and 2 s were employed in each of the data sets.RQ(DZ), RQ(D+

2),
RQ(3DZ

2 - 2), andR(IZCZ) rates were recorded withT delays (298 K)
of 1.4, 3.6, 7.6, 11.8, 16.5, 21.6, 27.4, 33.8 (duplicate), 41.3, and 50
ms, whileT delays (298 K) of 0.20, 1.5, 3.0, 4.7, 6.6, 8.7, 10.9, 13.5
(duplicate), 16.5, and 20 ms were used forRQ(D+) and RQ(D+DZ +
DZD+).

All data sets were processed and analyzed with NMRPipe software.49

Rates were obtained by fitting cross-peak intensities to a single
exponential function, as described previously,18 with errors estimated
by Monte Carlo analysis.50 Average error values of 2.7, 2.7, 3.6, 2.5,
and 4.8% were obtained forRQ(DZ), RQ(D+), RQ(3DZ

2 - 2), RQ(D+
2),

andRQ(D+DZ + DZD+), respectively. Motional parameters,Sf
2 andτf,

were extracted by minimizing a function of the formø2 ) ∑i(Ri,calc
Q -

Ri,exptl
Q)2/σi

2 whereRi,calc
Q andRi,exptl

Q are the calculated and experimental
relaxation rates, the indexi labels each of the independent relaxation
rates measured andσi is the estimate of the error in the experimental
rate. Expressions forRi,calc

Q were obtained from eq 1 using the form of
spectral density defined by eq 2. Note thatR values of 1/9 for the
quadrupolar and intra-methyl C-D dipolar interactions, 1/4 for intra-

(45) Ishima, R.; Louis, J. M.; Torchia, D. A.J. Mol. Biol. 2001, 305, 515-21.
(46) Farrow, N. A.; Muhandiram, R.; Singer, A. U.; Pascal, S. M.; Kay, C. M.;

Gish, G.; Shoelson, S. E.; Pawson, T.; Forman-Kay, J. D.; Kay, L. E.
Biochemistry1994, 33, 5984-6003.

(47) Mittermaier, A.; Kay, L. E.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2001, 123, 6892-903.
(48) Neri, D.; Szyperski, T.; Otting, G.; Senn, H.; Wu¨thrich, K. Biochemistry

1989, 28, 7510-7516.
(49) Delaglio, F.; Grzesiek, S.; Vuister, G. W.; Zhu, G.; Pfeifer, J.; Bax, A.J.

Biomol. NMR1995, 6, 277-293.
(50) Kamith, U.; Shriver, J. W.J. Biol. Chem.1989, 264, 5586-5592.
(51) Geen, H.; Freeman, R.J. Magn. Reson.1991, 93, 93-141.
(52) Patt, S. L.J. Magn. Reson.1992, 96, 94-102.
(53) Boyd, J.; Soffe, N.J. Magn. Reson.1989, 85, 406-413.
(54) McCoy, M. A.; Mueller, L.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1992, 114, 2108-2112.
(55) Shaka, A. J.; Keeler, J.; Frenkiel, T.; Freeman, R.J. Magn. Reson.1983,

52, 335-338.
(56) Marion, D.; Ikura, M.; Tschudin, R.; Bax, A.J. Magn. Reson.1989, 85,

393-399.

Figure 7. Correlation between motional parametersSf
2 (A) and τf (B)

obtained from fits to the Lipari-Szabo model,38,39 eqs 1 and 2, involving
different subsets of experimental data. Parameters extracted from the analysis
of all five relaxation rates measured at two static fields (500 and 600 MHz)
are plotted along they axis, while those extracted using onlyRQ(DZ) and
RQ(D+) measured at 600 MHz are plotted along thex axis. A value ofτR

) 4.05 ns from15N relaxation data was employed along with a value of
167 kHz for the quadrupolar constant,40 e2qQ/h.
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methyl I-D interactions, and 1 for dipolar interactions involving
proximal protonsk outside the methyl group, have been used.
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Appendix: Contributions from Dipolar Interactions to
Autorelaxation of the Operators, IZCZ, IZCZDZ, IZCZD+,
IZCZ(2DZ

2 - 1), IZCZ(D+DZ + DZD+), and IZCZD+
2

Starting from eq 8 the dipolar contributions to the relaxation
of spin A from spinB can be calculated according to

whereγA and γB are the gyromagnetic ratios of the nuclei A
and B, h is Plank’s constant,p ) h/2π, rAB is the distance
between the two nuclei, andJAB(ωq) is a spectral density function

given by eq 2. The coefficientsaq are presented in Table 1.
Spins A and B are identified with the two particular nuclei
involved in each dipolar interaction, with the nuclei considered
in the analysis shown in Figure 3. The value of the geometrical
factorR (see eq 2 and Materials and Methods) is also reported
in the table for each different pair of nuclei. For example, to
calculate the contribution to the relaxation of the operator
IZCZ(2DZ

2 - 1) from the dipolar interaction between methyl
spinsC andD, the coefficients,aq ) 0, 0, 8, 8, and 0 for the
spectral density termsJ(0), J(ωC-ωD), J(ωC), J(ωD), and
J(ωC+ωD) respectively, are obtained directly from the table.
The geometrical factorR, also obtained from the table, is equal
to 1/9 so that substitution into eq 14 gives the following
expression for the dipolar relaxation term:

with an expression for the spectral density function given by

For each term in eq 8 the contribution to the relaxation of
the operator of interest is calculated and the net rate,F,
given by the sum of the individual contributions, is determined.
Consequently, for each of the six operatorsIZCZDV from Table
1 we obtain

Table 1. Coefficients, aq, for the Dipolar Contributions to the Relaxation of the Spin Operators of Interesta

IZCZ IZCZDZ

A B R J(0) J(ωA-ωB) J(ωA) J(ωB) J(ωA+ωB) J(0) J(ωA-ωB) J(ωA) J(ωB) J(ωA+ωB)

C D 1/9 8/3 8 16 1 12 3 6
Ii andI j C 1/9 1 3 6 6 1 3 6 6
Ii andI j D 1/4 8/3 8 16 2 12 6 12
Ii Ij 1/4 3 12 3 12
D Ik ∼1 1 3 6
Ii andI j Ik ∼1 1 3 6 1 3 6
C C′ 1 1 3 6 1 3 6

IZCZD+ IZCZD+
2

A B R J(0) J(ωA-ωB) J(ωA) J(ωB) J(ωA+ωB) J(0) J(ωA-ωB) J(ωA) J(ωB) J(ωA+ωB)

C D 1/9 2 5/2 3 3/2 15 8 1 3 6
Ii andI j C 1/9 1 3 6 6 1 3 6 6
IiandI j D 1/4 4 3 6 3 18 16 2 12 6 12
Ii Ij 1/4 3 12 3 12
D Ik ∼1 2 1/2 3/2 3 3 8 1 3 12 6
Ii andI j Ik ∼1 1 3 6 1 3 6
C C′ 1 1 3 6 1 3 6

IZCZ(2DZ
2 − 1) IZCZ(D+DZ + DZD+)

A B R J(0) J(ωA-ωB) J(ωA) J(ωB) J(ωA+ωB) J(0) J(ωA-ωB) J(ωA) J(ωB) J(ωA+ωB)

C D 1/9 8 8 2 1/2 3 15/2 3
Ii andI j C 1/9 1 3 6 6 1 3 6 6
Ii andI j D 1/4 8/3 8 16 16 4 3 6 15 18
Ii Ij 1/4 3 12 3 12
D Ik ∼1 8/3 8 16 2 5/2 15/2 3 15
Ii andI j Ik ∼1 1 3 6 1 3 6
C C′ 1 1 3 6 1 3 6

a Autocorrelated relaxation contributions originating from dipolar interactionHD(AB). When spinA represents two protons,Ii andIj, the listed contribution
is the sum of autocorrelated terms corresponding toHD(I iB) andHD(I jB). Spin operatorIZ is IZ ) IZ

i + IZ
j. The operatorIZCZ(2DZ

2 - 1) is equivalent to
IZCZ(2DZ

2 - E), whereE is the spin 1 operator identity.

RAB
D ) ( 1

10)(µo

4π)2γA
2γB

2p2

〈rAB
3〉2

∑
q

aqJAB(ωq) (14)

RCD
D (2DZ

2 - 1) ) ( 1
10)(µo

4π)2 γC
2γD

2p2

〈rCD
3〉2

[8J(ωC) + 8J(ωD)]

(15)

J(ωq) ) 1
9

Sf
2

τR

1 + (ωqτR)2
+ (1 - 1

9
Sf

2) τ
1 + (ωqτ)2

(16)
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whereIZ ) IZ
i + IZ

j. In principle, auto- and cross-correlated
cross-relaxation terms must also be included in eq 17. Simula-
tions establish, however, that the effects of such terms are
negligible for the values ofT that are employed in the
experiments of Figure 2.

Supporting Information Available: Figures analogous to
Figure 6 illustrating the consistency of the2H relaxation data
measured on protein L, 500 MHz, 298 K and 600 MHz, 278 K
and on the T22G drkN SH3 domain, 600 MHz, 298 K (PDF).
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at
http://acs.pubs.org.
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d
dt

IZCZDV ) -FVIZCZDV (17)
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